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Chiefofstaff.com Adds Initiative Interdependency Module to its Strategy Execution
Software
Hartford, CT & New York, NY, October 2019 - Chiefofstaff.com LLC, developer of the
Chiefofstaff.com® cloud-based Strategy Execution software suite, has developed a new
Initiative Interdependency Module. This fully integrated add-on gives clients the ability to map
and manage the interdependencies among strategic activities across organizational and
geographic boundaries. Leaders of complex organizations make decisions and set strategic
priorities that necessarily have ripple effects across the entire organization. Without a clear
view of the myriad types of interdependecies among strategic initiatives, they risk being
blindsided by delays, cost overruns, and failure to achieve strategic priorities. Chiefofstaff.com’s
new Interdependency Module, coupled with Chiefofstaff.com’s ability to track and manage
multiple strategic plans across a complex enterprise’s operating units, partner relationships, or
subsidiaries, creates a powerful tool to successfully guide these multifaceted organizations.
“Chiefofstaff.com recognizes that strategic initiatives are not taken in isolation, and that often
key initiatives are dependent on other initiatives getting done by other parts of the
organization and other staff functions. With our new Interdependency Module, we can fully
capture all these relationships and give them visibility to senior management and to all front
line managers,” notes founder and CEO Bob Epner. Chief Architect Vinay Thandra concurred,
emphasizing that “initiative dependency enables communication between executives, providing
a very important and useful connection to understand the challenges and possible actions for
each manager as they work on their initiatives. This communication and understanding allows
all managers to shape a realistic and collaborative approach to completing their initiatives.”
Head of Customer Success Ed Olsen sees the new module as “fulfilling a significant need for our
clients,” adding “our work with them was invaluable in designing this powerful tool.” Managing
project interdependencies is a significant challenge for large organizations and multinational
enterprises. Research findings echo our clients’ experience, identifing the management of
interdependencies as an area of weakness for companies. Current research identifies various
types of project interdependencies that practitioners need to manage. Effective management of
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these interdependencies delivers significant benefits and success, while failed interdependency
management leads to lost time, wasted resources, and dimininished effectivity in reaching
strategic goals. In response to the importance of sucessfully managing interdependencies, Head
of Product Development Dean Jorgensen affirms, “Chiefofstaff.com’s Interdependency Module
allows users to quickly, easily, and sucessfully track multiple types of interdependencies across
silos. Whether an initiative depends on, precedes, follows, or in any other way relates to other
initiatives, the relationship is captured and tracked.”

For any initiative, one can instantly view a summary of all relationships to other initiatives.
Reports, including the status of related initiatives, or the completion date of any related
initiatives, or the completion dates of only those initiatives that precede, or follow, are available
at a mouse click.
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The module seamlessly integrates with all Chiefofstaff.com functions:
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At the highest level, enabling a connected, collaborative approach in successfully completing
their assigned initiatives helps all members of an organization understand and take pride in
how their work contributes to the enterprise’s strategic plan and vision.

About Chiefofstaff.com, LLC
Chiefofstaff.com LLC’s cloud-based enterprise Strategy Execution software helps CEOs and CSuites of complex organizations manage and implement their strategic and operational plans.
Chiefofstaff.com helps CEOs maintain a clear line of sight across all divisions and teams,
ensuring plan implementation remains on schedule. The platform’s open communication
fosters engagement within and across departments, teams and employees so that everyone is
on the same page.
To learn more, visit http://www.chiefofstaff.com.
Contact: Head of Product Development Dean Jorgensen, dean.jorgensen@chiefofstaff.com
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